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TANGLED UP IN SUITS 
Kleiner brings a 
lot of talent to the 
table, but he also 
brings a history of 
vendor lawsuits.
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As legal troubles pile up and many of his restaurants close, can Jerry Kleiner 
design a comeback? By Laura Baginski Illustration by Kira Shaimanova

W hen I meet Jerry Kleiner at Carnivale, 
the Nuevo Latino restaurant he 
opened in 2005 in the West Loop, I 

find him alone at a table busily sketching new 
lampshades to replace the giant hot-pink fixtures 
hanging in the bar area. “They’ll be a little bit 
bigger,” he says, straining to be heard above the 
boisterous lunchtime crowd gabbing over a salsa 
soundtrack. “They’ll have multicolored stripes 
and a rosette on the bottom.”

More impact. More color. A near OCD-level 
attention to detail. It’s a mantra the restaurateur 
liberally applies to his restaurant designs—and to 
his person. Dressed in a bold purple Izod tucked 
into blindingly white shorts cinched 
with a gleaming white patent-leather 
belt and a pair of white leather 
sneakers that have never seen a scuff, 
Kleiner appears at least a decade 
younger than his 55 years. After 
nearly 30 roller-coaster years in the 
restaurant and nightclub business, 
that’s saying something.

From the late ’90s to the mid-2000s, 
Kleiner was on top of Chicago’s 
entertainment world, at one point  
co-owning eight restaurants and 
nightclubs, and lending his signature 
more-is-more design to all of them. Each opening 
seemed bigger, brasher and more riotously colorful 
than the one before, and each location, from 
Randolph Street to the South Loop, blazed a trail 
other restaurateurs raced to follow. But the tail end 
of the aughties were not so kind to Kleiner. As the 
faltering economy ransacked his revenues (and 
that of plenty of other restaurateurs), his once-hot 
spots started shuttering. Red Light, Marché and 
Opera all closed in the nine months between June 
2010 and March of this year. In May, 33 Club 

closed. Kleiner, a designer and restaurateur once so 
prolific in his ribbon-cutting that he was becoming 
the Starbucks of Chicago’s restaurant and nightlife 
scenes, hasn’t opened anything since 2009.

The economy’s disastrous effects on Kleiner’s 
empire also played out in the Cook County Circuit 
Court. Since 2009, Kleiner has been named in 11 
lawsuits. Vendors such as produce suppliers 
complain of bills unpaid, a management company 
alleges rent payments long overdue for Marché 
and his former company’s offices, and a bank is 
suing for a nearly $400,000 loan in default. The 
biggest lawsuit yet, however, came just one month 
ago. Anthony Tomaska, a former partner at 33 

Club, alleges Kleiner and another 
partner, Sam Madonia, committed 
fraud when they entered into an 
agreement to put up cash for the 
restaurant, and siphoned away 
investor money for Kleiner’s 
personal use. Tomaska is asking for 
$1.8 million from Kleiner and $1.1 
million from Madonia.

How did Kleiner get into this 
mess? Critics and friends I spoke to, 
all of whom say he’s as charming as 
he is talented, offer varying 
theories: His artistic temperament 

isn’t suited for making sound business decisions; 
he’s picked questionable business partners and 
entrusted them with his restaurants’ finances; 
he’s a slick character who thinks he can get away 
with not paying his debts. But the bigger question 
is: With his reputation so tarnished, can Kleiner 
claw his way back to the top? 

Jerry Kleiner insists his career has not stalled. “No, 
I don’t see [four restaurants closing in less than one 

year] as a setback,” he says with an annoyed laugh. 
“Why would I see that as a setback? …I’ve got 
more things in the works now than in my entire 
career.” He assures me he’s highly sought-after to 
develop new concepts (“I’m getting calls from 
[people in] cities who want me in their places, you 
have no idea.”), but is reluctant to divulge many 
details. He’d been working on opening Carnivale 
outposts in Orlando, the Bahamas and Las Vegas 
when the economy tanked. “That all died off,” 
Kleiner says. Still concentrating on Carnivale, one 
of his most profitable and successful restaurants, 
Kleiner says he wants to open counter-service 
Carnivale Express spots in airports or malls. 

He vaguely alludes to possible ventures in 
Russia and China, and mentions a casual spot that 
may open in Chicago in late spring. “I’m moving 
more into comfortable food. …Catering more to the 
everyday man,” he says. But there’s one concept 
that’s more of a sure thing: an affordable comfort-
food restaurant attached to the Greektown Casino-
Hotel in Detroit. 

Jerry Kleiner doing comfort food? In a casino…
in Detroit? What seems like a departure for a 
restaurateur known for swathing his high-end 
restaurants in velvet, expensive artwork and 
elaborate light fixtures makes more sense when 
looking back at his upbringing, his ability to  
see potential in gritty areas and how the 
weakened economy dampened his interest in 
unrestrained opulence.  

Born in Russia, Kleiner spent most of his first 
seven years in Poland before emigrating to 
Chicago in 1963. His parents were tailors, and 
though his family, who settled in Rogers Park, 
didn’t have a lot of money, they all wore custom-
made clothes and shoes. “We didn’t have any food, 
but we always looked good,” he says. An athletic 
kid, Kleiner started designing his own sportswear 

Feast and  
FAMINE

“He’s 
picked bad 

partners and 
made bad 
decisions, 
and that’s 

just been the 
demise of his 

empire.”
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at age 17, later creating bedspreads. “I could have 
been a boy Martha Stewart.”

He says he began daydreaming about opening a 
restaurant at around age 21 when he tasted the 
cooking of his then-girlfriend’s grandmother. She 
“was this phenomenal Italian cook—meatballs, 
sausages and all that other stuff. And every 
Sunday I used to joke to her, ‘We gotta open up a 
restaurant one day.’ ” Six years later in 1982, 
Kleiner and a couple of friends from high school 
opened Fazzio’s near the corner of Diversey, 
Lincoln and Racine. The Italian spot, which 
Kleiner designed, was “successful from day one, 
and we sold it after five years at a profit,” he says.

Buoyed by his success with Fazzio’s, Kleiner 
tried his hand at designing and opening 
nightclubs, first with Euro-sophisticated Cairo in 
River North in 1988, and with industrial-chic 
Shelter on Fulton in the West Loop in 1990. 
Attracting celebrities from Robert De Niro to 
Steven Tyler, Shelter was a huge success. “We set 
the stage of what was to follow,” Kleiner says. 
“[Shelter] was a melting pot of every color, every 
ethnicity, every style. It was cutting edge.” With 
Cairo, however, Kleiner got hit with his first 
lawsuits; several vendors filed contract disputes 
claiming debts unpaid. Kleiner sold Cairo at a loss 
one year after it opened. 

Howard Davis, an attorney who began his 
tumultuous partnership with Kleiner in 1991 with 
the opening of Vivo, wasn’t deterred by the 
lawsuits Kleiner was dealing with. “A lot of [those 
lawsuits] seem to have stemmed from the fact that 
Jerry didn’t go to college and he didn’t work in a 
corporate environment,” Davis says. “He may not 
have paid as close attention to things as someone 
with a more disciplined corporate training would.”

Vivo, an Italian restaurant, launched KDK 
Restaurants Inc., the partnership of Kleiner, 
Davis and former stockbroker Dan Krasny, and 
marked the first of what became a Kleiner 
signature: opening spots in underdeveloped 
neighborhoods. Kleiner opened the restaurant at 
838 West Randolph Street at a time when only 
meat and produce purveyors populated the 
Randolph Street corridor. “There was nothing 
there. Just total blank canvas. People said, ‘You’re 
just ahead of your time, Jerry. It doesn’t make any 
sense,’ ” Kleiner says. 

History has proved Kleiner a visionary, and 
many restaurateurs credit him with being 

Randolph Street’s pioneer. “He’s the one 
responsible for all of those restaurants there 
today,” says Scott Harris (Mia Francesca, Purple 
Pig, Davanti Enoteca). “Back then everyone 
thought he was crazy.”

Bigger, splashier restaurants from KDK soon 
followed, with a young chef named Michael 
Kornick on board as a minority partner: French-
brasserie concept Marché debuted in 1993, and 
Asian street food–inspired Red Light opened in 
1996. Both were on Randolph Street and both 
were huge hits, with Kleiner’s eye-popping 
design work snagging nearly as much press as 
the food. Chicago Tribune dining critic Phil Vettel 
began his Marché review by breathlessly 
describing how “You enter through a pair of 
massive mahogany doors, scootch past a set of 
heavy drapes [and] you feel as though you’re 
sneaking backstage.… All about you are more 
tricks—striped fabrics, curved walls, wildly 
painted pillars and oddly shaped ironwork.”

Despite KDK’s success, there were rifts within 
the company: Kornick left in 1998 and Krasny 
departed in 1999 (he retained ownership of Vivo, 
which remains open). Explaining why he left 
KDK, Krasny will 

only say, “I don’t like the way [Kleiner] 
does business.” 

“We had a broken marriage and we moved on,” 
Kleiner responds. “He’s a nice guy. I wish him all 
the best.”

For his part, Kornick says the split, while 
difficult, didn’t sour his opinion of KDK or his time 
there. “I don’t have any room in my DNA for angst 
or negative feelings. To me, we had a business 
partnership, we had a business separation, and we 
went on with our lives,” Kornick says.

With Davis and Kleiner as the remaining 
majority partners, KDK continued its string of 
openings in then-sketchy neighborhoods, this time 
setting its sights on the South Loop with Italian 
spot Gioco (1999), Chinese concept Opera (2002) 
and the short-lived Japanese spot Saiko (2003–05). 
When Gioco debuted, “there was just a trickle of 
residential on the eastern end” of the South Loop, 
Kleiner says. “Wherever I’ve 
gone, I’ve created a movement, 
a vision, an energy 

EXPENSIVE TASTE 
Kleiner’s West Town 

home has been on and 
off the market since 

February, but you can 
rent it (and cook in this 

enormous kitchen) for 
$16,000 per month. 
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Open and shut case The life span of Kleiner’s restaurants and 
nightclubs (or the years he sold them off)

Fazzio’s 
(corner of Diversey, Lincoln and Racine)
Cairo (720 N Wells St)
Shelter (564 W Fulton St)
Vivo (838 W Randolph St)*
Marché (833 W Randolph St)
Red Light (820 W Randolph St)

The Clubhouse 
(298 Oakbrook Center, Oak Brook)*
Gioco (1312 S Wabash Ave)*
Opera (1301 S Wabash Ave)
Saiko (1307 S Wabash Ave)
Chicago Illuminating Company 
(19 E 21st St)**

Carnivale (702 W Fulton Market)*
Victor Hotel (311 N Sangamon St)*
Room 21 (2110 S Wabash Ave)
Park 52 (5201 S Harper Ave)*
Via Ventuno (2110 S Wabash Ave)**
33 Club (1419 N Wells St)
Il Poggiolo (8 E 1st St, Hinsdale)*I
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Open and shut case
Fazzio’s 
(corner of Diversey, Lincoln and Racine)
Cairo 
Shelter 
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field. It took me years to get people to follow me 
down to these areas.”

The duo’s division of labor suited their 
strengths: Kleiner led the design—everything 
from the food on the menu to the look of every last 
light fixture—and Davis, along with other 
employees, controlled the business side. “[Kleiner] 
was kept apprised [of business decisions] but…I 
didn’t interfere with what he did, and he didn’t 
interfere with what I did,” Davis says.

But once again, fissures spread within KDK. 
Davis sued Kleiner in 2004—Davis now says he 
doesn’t remember the nature of the suit, but a 2004 
Chicago Tribune article says Davis had claimed 
Kleiner overcharged the company for furniture 
purchases and asked employees to help him with 
ventures unrelated to KDK. “That 
was a long time ago,” Davis says, 
laughing. “We had disputes over the 
way to run the business. It was like 
an old married couple that was upset 
over something at the time that you 
can’t even remember what it was. 
But we got it all resolved.”

The same year Davis sued Kleiner, 
Simon Lamb, director of operations 
since 1996, left the company. “It 
seemed like an opportune time for 
me to leave. You could sense the 
friction between Jerry and Howard at 
that point,” says Lamb, now a 
partner at the new South Loop restaurant Tribute. 
“The sense of family and involvement and fun and 
energy that there was when KDK was at its peak 
and when we were building and opening had faded 
away. [That] totally changed not only the vibe of 
the company but the restaurants themselves.”

By then, Kleiner had turned his attention to 
other ventures apart from KDK: He reunited with 
former Shelter partner Sam Madonia and, with 
several other partners, opened Carnivale in 2005. 
The restaurant represented a philosophical shift 
for Kleiner; his design remained as kaleidoscope-
crazy as ever, but he became more focused on 
keeping the menu prices low. “When [my family] 
came to this country, we weren’t able to afford 
some of those [restaurants] that I’ve built over the 
years,” Kleiner says. “Carnivale represents doing 
something for everybody at every price point.”

“What Jerry does, what he’s really good at, is 
putting himself inside a customer’s mind,” says 
Mark Mendez, executive chef at Carnivale from 
2005 until 2010, when he left to create Uva, a wine 
bar slated to open this fall. “Not just whether it 
tastes good or not, but how it looks, is it too 
expensive, is it reasonable, is it a small portion.”

Carnivale’s all-inclusive conga-line vibe packed 
the 33,000-square-foot space every night (and 
continues to do so). Like a poker player on a hot 
streak, Kleiner let his good fortune ride for the next 
few years, opening nightclub Victor Hotel in the 
meatpacking district in 2005 and, with wealthy 
entrepreneur Marc Brooks as his partner, 
restaurants Room 21 in 2007 in the South Loop and 
Park 52 in 2008 in Hyde Park, yet another 
underdeveloped neighborhood Kleiner rolled the 
dice on. 

But as every gambler knows, you gotta know 
when to fold ’em, and the economic collapse in 

October 2008 caught Kleiner with a crap hand. He 
and a number of investors and partners had 
recently sunk a significant amount of money into 
these ventures (a server at Room 21 divulged to 
TOC in 2007 that each chair in the restaurant cost 
$900). Although he was already a partner in eight 
restaurants, Kleiner continued to pursue more 
projects even as the economy careened downward. 

Mercifully, some of those projects fell apart before 
they got off the ground. The financing for the 
entertainment complex he was planning for the 
Fulton Cold Storage building at 1000 West Fulton 
Street fell through. “We had it under contract, the 
money to buy it, but we couldn’t get the financing 

[for the renovation]. That’s when 
everything hit. I was going to do 
restaurants, stores, galleries, a 
boutique hotel with some 
apartments, offices, all that stuff,” 
Kleiner says. His plans for three 
Carnivale outposts across the 
country were also scrapped.

By now he’d sold his interest in 
Park 52 to Brooks and assumed full 
ownership of Room 21, which he 
closed in early 2009, reopening it as 
Via Ventuno in March 2009. The new 
Italian concept closed three months 
later, with Kleiner attributing 

sluggish sales to the economy (he now rents out the 
space for private events). Just as Via Ventuno was 
sputtering, Kleiner opened another Italian 
restaurant, Hinsdale’s Il Poggiolo, with attorney 
Peter Burdi. 

Fatefully, the four investors in 33 Club—
Kleiner, Madonia, Tom Bauer and Tomaska—
decided to go ahead with their plans to open the 
opulent restaurant in the decidedly developed 
neighborhood of Old Town. Serving 
straightforward American food with a $25 average 
entrée price, 33 Club opened in July 2009. 

“It was one of the most beautiful restaurants I’ve 
ever seen,” says Tomaska, who is also the manager 
of the LLC that owns the building at 1419 North 
Wells Street. 

In this case, beauty was only skin deep: 
Squabbling among the partners intensified as the 
months after the opening wore on. Vendors also 
weren’t happy with 33 Club. Peerless Rug sued 
Kleiner in October 2009 for missing payments on 
the carpet blanketing the restaurant’s dramatic 
staircase (the suit has since been settled), and 
Wesley Kimler, an artist Kleiner commissioned to 
create two enormous paintings (one for the 
restaurant, one for Kleiner’s home), claims Kleiner 
refused to pay him for the second painting. “I 
started making him a second painting, and he 
didn’t like this or that about the painting and he 
wouldn’t pay me,” Kimler says. “I ended up saying, 
‘Forget it, Jerry.’ …I’m sure one of these days soon 
I’ll sell it to someone for a pile of money—a lot more 
than he was ever going to give me for it.” 

“Wesley didn’t want to complete the [second 
painting] with the high gloss like we wanted him to 
do because he felt I was getting such a bargain,” 
Kleiner counters. “So I was like, ‘Wesley, why 
would I buy two pieces if you’re going to do a half-

ass job on the other one?’ I gave him a deposit 
toward the second one.” 

Still, Kimler harbors a soft spot for Kleiner—
sort of. “There’s a sweetness and a niceness to 
Jerry. He’s a manipulator and an operator and he’s 
a little oily and slimy, but he’s also a nice man.” 

As 33 Club limped along, the fallout from the 
closing of Room 21/Via Ventuno continued to 
haunt Kleiner. In September 2009, Testa 
Produce sued Kleiner for nearly $22,000 in 
unpaid bills. Company president Peter Testa 
says that even though the judgment was in his 
favor, he gave up trying to collect the debt, 
saying it wasn’t worth the $3,000–$4,000 in 
attorney fees to pursue it. 

Kleiner says the suit is the typical fallout of a 
restaurant closing. “When you’re in a business 
and you close something, [vendors are] going to 
scramble and say, ‘Who do we got where?’ ” 
Kleiner says. “I don’t even know about who 
orders produce from where. I don’t get involved in 
that stuff; I never have.”

Another produce wholesaler, Frankie Inc., filed 
suit in May 2010 for debts associated with Room 

Food & Drink

“There’s 
a sweetness 

and a 
niceness to 

Jerry.  He’s a 
manipulator 

and an 
operator, but 

he’s also a 
nice man.”

33 Club

Room 21
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21/Via Ventuno. The case ended with judgment 
against Kleiner and a $32,000 lien on his West 
Town home. Kleiner says he wasn’t properly 
served his summons, so “I didn’t know we owed 
anyone any money.” Court documents indicate 
Kleiner’s lawyer appeared on his behalf.  

Meanwhile, some of Kleiner’s KDK restaurants 
were suffering. In March 2010, New Management, 
which owns the building that housed Marché, 
sued for nearly $174,000 in overdue rent 
payments; the restaurant closed in June 2010. One 
month earlier, the same company sued for nearly 
$22,000 in back rent for the KDK offices at 119 
North Peoria Street. 

“Marché had been struggling for its last year or 
so, and we were in touch with the landlord,” Davis 
says. “We actually tried to cooperate with them to 
effect a sale of the business that would have 
yielded more money to pay off what was owed…
but at a certain point they decided…to liquidate 
the assets and split the proceeds.” But CK Cole, 
leasing and marketing director at New 
Management, says the company hasn’t collected 
what’s owed and adds she would never rent to 

Davis or Kleiner again: “We like to rent to people 
who have a good record of paying their bills.”

The downward spiral continued, with the 
flailing economy claiming Opera at the end of 
2010 (“It was a $60 check average, right by 
Chinatown,” Kleiner says), and with Red Light 
and Gioco closing in March of this year when 
KDK fell behind on paying state sales taxes, 
which restaurants are required to forward to the 
Illinois Department of Revenue. “It’s sad when 
businesses take their customers’ sales tax money 
and don’t forward it. It’s a trust tax,” says IDOR 
spokeswoman Susan Hofer. “If I go in there for 
dinner and my bill is $30, I don’t say, ‘Well, I’m 
short the extra 10 percent [but] I’m good for it.’ ” 

KDK has set up a payment plan to settle the 
debt, which allowed Gioco to reopen in April, but 
Davis says Red Light wasn’t worth resurrecting 
due to poor sales. KDK also dissolved this 
spring, though Kleiner and Davis still operate 
Gioco together. 

And still the lawsuits continued. In May, 
American Chartered Bank sued Davis and 
Kleiner for a nearly $400,000 loan allegedly in 
default; Davis says the parties are working 
amicably toward a resolution. That same month, 
33 Club closed due to failing to pay state sales 
taxes, disagreements among the owners and 
poor sales. 

In the lawsuit brought by former 33 Club 
partner Tomaska in August, he alleges Madonia 
and Kleiner never intended to pay their part of the 
restaurant’s start-up costs or contribute their 
portion of the loan used to pay for the build-out. 
What’s more, Tomaska claims Madonia 
authorized $335,750 in checks to Kleiner that 
Madonia refuses to account for in writing.

“It’s frivolous and really baseless. It’ll be 
thrown out pretty quick,” Kleiner says. He claims 
the business actually owes him money, $165,000, 
and that he and Madonia contributed plenty of 
cash to the restaurant. “Even toward the end, 
when we had to make payroll and pay for liquor 
and all these bills, Sam and I anted up and paid 
everything. This guy Tomaska was nowhere to 
be found.” Kleiner says he initially considered 
counter-suing until he discovered that Tomaska 
didn’t have any money to go after.

Even if what Tomaska alleges is 
true, he’ll have a tough time proving 
Madonia and Kleiner never 
intended to contribute money or 
make good on their loan guaranty, 
says Kevin Hopkins, associate 
professor of law at John Marshall 
Law School. “[Kleiner and Madonia] 
may have at the time believed that 
[they were going to pay]. One of the 
defenses of fraudulent misrepresentation is that 
the defendants had an honest belief in what they 
were saying.” The high burden of proof required 
to win a fraudulent misrepresentation case makes 
Tomaska’s chances of recouping the $1.8 million 
from Kleiner and $1.1 million from Madonia even 
slimmer, Hopkins adds.

Tomaska wouldn’t comment about the lawsuit, 
other than to say he wishes he never had entered 
into the partnership. “It wasn’t a pleasant 
experience,” he says. 

Kleiner is sick of me asking about lawsuits. “Why 
would you even bring that up? Who cares about the 
lawsuits?” Carnivale’s lunch crowd has died down 
and the two of us are nearly alone in the vast space. 
“Everybody in business has lawsuits,” he says with 
an irritated laugh. “[Eleven] lawsuits seems small.” 

Not really. A search for the city’s top 
restaurateurs—Kevin Boehm, Rob Katz, Terry 
Alexander, Donnie Madia, Scott Harris—on the 
Cook County Circuit Court website reveals few, 
if any, contract lawsuits have been brought 
against them. 

One could attribute Kleiner’s many lawsuits 
and the rapid-fire pace of his restaurant closings 
to bad luck and a bad economy, but Lamb, who 
worked at KDK for eight years, has a different 
theory. “He’s picked bad partners and made bad 
decisions…and that’s just been the demise of his 
empire,” Lamb says. “I think Jerry is amazingly 
creative and a true artist,” he adds. “He’s the first 
guy to get excited about something and sign a 
contract without reading it. He’s so passionate 
that he’s not looking at the price tag or he’s not 
thinking interest rate or he’s not thinking what 
this lease is going to go up to in the next five years. 
He lives in the here and now.”

Peter Testa, Kleiner’s jilted produce supplier, 
suggests karma may have something to do with 
it. “He had great restaurants…and he had 
talented people who had worked at them. But then 
take that and ruin it by getting [in] bad [with the] 
vendor community because they know that 
you’re not going to pay their bills…that’s not the 
right way to do it.”

Regardless of why or how Kleiner’s no longer 
on top, the unflattering press these lawsuits and 
closings have generated can’t be helping him get 
back on track. “Any time you have the weight of 
this negative stuff on your shoulders, that takes 
your creative eye off another new restaurant,” 
Kornick says. “He’s gonna have to sort that bad 
stuff out before he’ll easily be able to move 
forward in this town.”

Part of Kleiner’s comeback, if it happens, may 
not be in Chicago anyway. The Detroit casino 
concept, still in negotiations, fits with Kleiner’s 
compulsion to set up shop in struggling areas, and 

“affordable comfort food” has been 
his rallying cry since opening 
Carnivale. Though the restaurant 
would involve several partners, one is 
La-Van Hawkins, a Detroit 
restaurant entrepreneur who recently 
served time in prison for wire fraud 
and for withholding federal taxes. 

Does Hawkins’s past worry 
Kleiner? “No, because I checked all 

that out. …He’s one of a team of individuals who’s 
involved, so for me if the players are there and the 
funds are there, to me that doesn’t matter. The guy 
spent his time [in jail].” 

As for his Chicago concept, another comfort-
food restaurant, he says he’s expecting a May or 
June opening. “I’m not looking to do sort of the 
fancy avant-garde restaurants that I was doing for 
all those years. Maybe at some point in my life, but 
I’m moving into different things,” he says. “You 
wouldn’t expect a quiet little thing from Jerry.”

Marché

“Why would 
you even 

bring that up? 
Who cares 
about the 

lawsuits?”

Carnivale
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